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a b s t r a c t
Emotions play a key role in natural language understanding and sensemaking. Pure machine learning
usually fails to recognize and interpret emotions in text accurately. The need for knowledge bases that
give access to semantics and sentics (the conceptual and affective information) associated with natural
language is growing exponentially in the context of big social data analysis. To this end, this paper
proposes EmoSenticSpace, a new framework for affective common-sense reasoning that extends
WordNet-Affect and SenticNet by providing both emotion labels and polarity scores for a large set of
natural language concepts. The framework is built by means of fuzzy c-means clustering and supportvector-machine classiﬁcation, and takes into account a number of similarity measures, including
point-wise mutual information and emotional afﬁnity. EmoSenticSpace was tested on three emotionrelated natural language processing tasks, namely sentiment analysis, emotion recognition, and personality detection. In all cases, the proposed framework outperforms the state-of-the-art. In particular, the
direct evaluation of EmoSenticSpace against psychological features provided in the benchmark ISEAR
dataset shows a 92.15% agreement.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Opinion mining is a rapidly developing area of natural language
processing research that has recently received increasing attention
from both academia and industry. It helps companies know what
customers feel about their products, helps political parties or
governments understand what voters think about their actions
and proposals; on the other hand, it can help customers or voters
choose wisely and in an informed way, by knowing the opinions
of their peers regarding a speciﬁc product or a political candidate.
Therefore, opinion mining is of great importance for improving
economy, democracy, and quality of life.
The basic ‘‘feeling’’ about something can be described on a scale
of approval or disapproval, good or bad, positive or negative,
termed polarity. The basic question of whether customers or voters
are satisﬁed with a product, service or action can be answered by
detecting the average polarity of what they express in blogs and
reviews.
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For such a purpose, many online resources have been developed
in recent years. SenticNet, in particular, is a semantic resource for
concept-level sentiment analysis built by means of dimensionality
reduction [10]. It provides polarity scores for 5700 multi-word
concepts, and in its most recent release the set is expanded to
30,000 concepts. The score ranges between 1 (bad) to +1 (good),
with neutral scores being around zero; e.g., aggravation: 0.925,
accomplish goal: +0.967, December: +0.111. For example, the dictionary allows for the detection of a customer review polarity as
0.567 positive or 0.876 negative.
However, more detailed information is often desirable about a
natural language opinion. Do citizens disliking the governing party
speciﬁcally feel anger, fear, disgust, or shame? Do customers like a
product due to the joy a product gives them or because it surprised
them, and if both, are they more surprised than joyful, or vice versa?
One of the main lexical resources employed to detect emotions
in text is WordNet-Affect (WNA) [53]. For a relatively small set of
words, WNA indicates whether a given term is related to one of six
basic emotions: anger, fear, disgust, sadness, surprise, or joy. However, it does not provide information on how strong the emotion is:
e.g., angered and infuriated appear as synonymous in WNA, while
they evidently express a different emotional intensity. As shown
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later in the paper, augmenting emotion labels with quantitative
scores that go beyond the current yes/no labeling is very useful
to accurately and quantitatively answer many opinion-related
questions.
On the other hand, for each concept SenticNet gives a quantitative measure of some unspeciﬁed emotion or unspeciﬁed mixture
of emotions. However, for better opinion mining and sentiment
analysis, both a quantitative measure and a speciﬁc emotion label
are desirable for each concept.
This paper starts with a description of an empirical method for
automatically merging WNA and SenticNet, thus creating a
resource, termed EmoSenticNet1 (ESN), with both qualitative emotion labels and quantitative polarity scores assigned to a large number of concepts [42]. Then, we present EmoSenticSpace, obtained by
blending ESN with an existing resource, ConceptNet. We show that
this new resource outperforms state-of-the-art approaches on a
number of important cognitive-related applications, namely: sentiment analysis, emotion recognition, and personality detection.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related
works; Section 3 presents a general overview of the proposed
method. Sections 4–9 describe in detail the process of assigning
emotion labels to SenticNet concepts, and Sections 10 and 11
describe the EmoSenticSpace resource properly. Speciﬁcally,
Section 4 describes the lexical resources used in assigning emotion
labels to SenticNet concepts; Section 5 presents the features used for
classiﬁcation in this process; Section 6 describes the fuzzy c-means
clustering scheme and Section 7 the ﬁnal hard clustering approach;
Section 8 describes data selection for building our speciﬁc resource;
and, Section 9 presents some evaluation results. Next, Section 10
introduces EmoSenticSpace, and Section 11 describes three applications of the developed resources. For convenience of the reader, in
Section 12 we summarize the various lexical resources and features
mentioned in the paper and their relationships with each other; the
reader is encouraged to use this section as a cheat sheet for the
names of lexical resources. Finally, Section 13 concludes the paper
and discusses some directions for future work.
2. Related work
Our work lies in the intersection of two large and interrelated
research ﬁelds: opinion mining and sentiment analysis.
2.1. Opinion mining
Opinion mining is a recent and rapidly growing ﬁeld of interdisciplinary research. As the Web plays an ever-increasing role in people’s social lives, it also starts to store more information concerning
their opinions and sentiments. There are three main categories of
methods that can be applied to effectively mine such opinions and
detect their emotional content or polarity, which are outlined
below:
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2.2. Sentic computing and SenticNet
Currently available lexical resources for opinion polarity and
affect recognition such as SentiWordNet [18] or WNA are known
to be rather noisy and limited. These resources mainly provide
opinion polarity and affective information at syntactical level, leaving out polarity and affective information for common-sense
knowledge concepts such as accomplish goal, bad feeling, celebrate
special occasion, lose temper or be on cloud nine, which are usually
found in natural language texts to express viewpoints and affect.
In contrast, some recent approaches leverage on concepts or
multi-word expressions to mine opinions and analyze sentiment.
Sentic computing [9], for example, is a multidisciplinary approach
to concept-level sentiment analysis that combines computerscience and social-science approaches to better recognize, interpret, and process opinions and sentiments found in the Web. The
core module of sentic computing is SenticNet, a lexical resource
that lists several thousand common-sense knowledge concepts
along with their polarity. This concept-based resource was found
to perform better than other available lexicons such as
SentiWordNet or WNA for tasks such as emotion recognition [42]
and evaluation of medical patient data [12].

2.3. Affect and emotions
While emotions are not linguistic entities, the most convenient
access to them is through language [53]. Natural language text
not only contains informative contents, but also attitudinal personal information including emotions, opinions, and attitudes.
Recently, research activities related to emotions expressed in natural language text and other media have gained ground under the
umbrella of subjectivity analysis and affective computing [14].
The majority of subjectivity analysis methods related to emotions are based on textual keyword spotting using specially tailored lexical resources. A number of techniques for developing
dictionaries of sentiment-related words have been proposed
[37,57]. The Affective lexicon [53] is one of the most important
resources for detecting emotions in text, despite its small size.
The aspects that govern the lexical level semantic orientation
depend on natural language context [37], language properties
[57], domain pragmatic knowledge [3], time dimension [45], colors
and culture [52] and probably many other aspects that still remain
unrevealed. Combining all such regulating aspects of emotion orientation lies in comprehending the human psychology and thus is
a multifaceted, interdisciplinary problem [28]. Although a word
may evoke different emotions in different contexts, an emotion
lexicon is a useful component for any sophisticated emotion detection algorithm [33] and is one of the main resources to start from.

3. Overview of the proposed method
a. keyword spotting: text is classiﬁed into categories based on
the presence of fairly unambiguous affect words [17,61];
b. lexical afﬁnity: arbitrary words are assigned a probabilistic
afﬁnity to a particular topic or emotion [59,49,44,51,8]; and
c. statistical methods: valence of keywords, punctuation, and
word co-occurrence frequencies are automatically calculated on large training corpora [54,22,36,1,55].
The above approaches mainly rely on parts of text in which
opinions and sentiments are explicitly expressed, such as polarity
terms, e.g., good, bad, nice, nasty, excellent, and poor, as well as
affect words, such as happy, sad, calm, angry, interested, and bored.
1

http://gelbukh.com/emosenticnet.

First (Sections 4–9) we present and evaluate an empirical
method for automatically assigning emotion labels to each
SenticNet concept, in addition to the polarity score already present
in the resource. Associating affective information with concepts
improves opinion mining results and enables the discovery of more
detailed affective information. Then (Sections 10 and 11) we present the EmoSenticSpace resource and show how this achieves
superior accuracy on sentiment analysis, emotion recognition,
and personality detection tasks.
Speciﬁcally, for the ﬁrst task (assigning emotion labels to
SenticNet concepts) we extended emotion labels from seed concepts (extracted from WNA) to all concepts in SenticNet. Thus,
our task was to classify the concepts present in SenticNet into
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the six emotional categories of WNA, namely: anger, fear, disgust,
sadness, surprise, and joy [40].
For this, we used a supervised learning approach. As a source of
features, we used various lexical resources, including the International Survey of Emotion Antecedents and Reactions (ISEAR) dataset [47] and WordNet. We constructed two kinds of features:
features directly assigned to a single concept and similarity measures between concepts. Each similarity measure was converted
into a set of features: for a given concept, we considered its similarity to every other concept as its independent features [41].
A concept, e.g., succumb, can trigger a mix of multiple emotions,
such as shame, fear, and sadness. This suggests that the problem of
emotion identiﬁcation is intrinsically a multi-label classiﬁcation
problem. We accounted for this intuitively by using fuzzy c-means
clustering [6] to assign each concept a vector of membership values for each of the six categories.
However, our goal was single-label classiﬁcation. This was
partly justiﬁed by the simplicity of use of the created resource.
More importantly, the obtained multi-label classiﬁcation was still
not reliable enough to be used in applications. Thus, we did not
directly use the obtained membership values. Instead, we used
them to improve the accuracy of the conventional, hard classiﬁcation problem.
A trivial approach would be to choose the label with the
maximum membership function as the ﬁnal label for a concept:
succumb invokes more shame than sadness or fear. However, since
the obtained membership functions were not very accurate, such a
choice would have not been reliable when a concept was associated with more than one category in comparable degree. Instead,
we restricted the choice to the best and the second-best prediction
of the fuzzy clustering (we also tried K best options, and K = 2 gave
the best results).
To disambiguate between these options, we used the wellknown support vector machine (SVM) classiﬁer [24]. It operated
on the same set of features as the fuzzy clustering algorithm, plus
the obtained fuzzy membership values as additional features.
These additional features supposedly made the choice easy when
the difference between the best and the second-best membership
values was big enough, and when it was not, the algorithm
resorted to other features to make the choice.
In addition, we improved the objective function of fuzzy
c-means clustering by incorporating additional functions such as
point-wise mutual information (PMI) and the emotional afﬁnity
between two concepts.
3.1. The algorithm for assigning emotion labels to SenticNet concepts
In summary, our algorithm for assigning emotion labels to SenticNet concepts can be outlined as below:
1. Select a repertoire of concepts (as described in Section 4).
2. Compute features for each concept (Section 5).
3. Use these features to cluster the concepts into six fuzzy clusters
(Sections 6.1 and 6.2).
4. Associate these clusters with speciﬁc emotion labels (Section
6.3).
5. For each concept, use the fuzzy clustering results to:
a. restrict the confusion set to top two labels (Section 7.1);
b. extend the feature vector by the six membership values.
6. Use a hard classiﬁer (SVM) on these extended feature vectors to
disambiguate between these two labels (Section 7.2).

of the six emotion clusters. This is similar to the Hourglass model
introduced by Cambria and Hussain [9].
While the fuzzy clustering algorithm produces fuzzy clusters of
concepts, our purpose was to identify the deﬁnite emotion class
labels for each concept. The concepts that belong to more than
one cluster to a signiﬁcant degree, require an effective separation
algorithm in order to be classiﬁed accurately. We employed the
SVM-based classiﬁer to identify the ﬁnal class for each concept.
Yu et al. [61], Awad et al. [4], and Boley and Cao [7], amongst
others, have shown that clustering techniques can help to decrease
the complexity of SVM training. However, these techniques consume signiﬁcant computational resources to build the hierarchical
structure. Cervantes et al. [13] introduced SVM classiﬁcation based
on fuzzy clustering. In this paper we follow a similar approach for
emotion classiﬁcation. As outlined in Section 3.1, the fuzzy clustering helps the ﬁnal classiﬁcation task in two ways:
First, it reduces the confusion set for the SVM-based classiﬁcation from 6 to 2 labels associated with the highest membership
values, given that we identify the emotion labels of the corresponding clusters. Thus we reduce the task to binary classiﬁcation,
at which SVM is particularly effective.
Second, we employ the vector of the fuzzy membership values
of a particular concept as an additional feature for SVM. For example, if the fuzzy membership vector for a concept is 0.45 for anger,
0.34 for sadness, 0.03 for surprise, 0.05 for joy, 0.01 for disgust, and
0.127 for fear, then these six numeric values are used as independent features in the feature vector for this concept, along with all
other features.
Speciﬁc class names were obtained by employing the majority
voting method described in Section 6.3. As demonstrated in Section 9.1, the reduction of the confusion set and the additional fuzzy
vector features increased the classiﬁcation accuracy.
4. Lexical resources used
In this section, we describe the lexical resources used to build
the set of concepts, construct the features of the concepts along
with the similarity measures, and to evaluate the obtained
resource.
4.1. SenticNet
As the target lexicon and the source of polarity information for
our polarity-based concept similarity measure, we used SenticNet,2
a freely available knowledge base that assigns polarity values to
words or multi-word concepts.
Speciﬁcally, we employed the beta version of SenticNet 3.0.3 It
contains 13,741 concepts,4 of which 7626 are multi-word expressions, e.g., prevent pregnancy, high pay job, feel happy. Of the concepts
in SenticNet, 6452 are found in WordNet 3.0 and 7289 are not. Of the
latter, most are multi-word concepts such as access internet or make
mistake, except for 82 single-word concepts, such as against or
telemarketer.
The resource is distributed in RDF XML format (Fig. 1) and it is
also accessible through an API.5 The ﬁrst 20 SenticNet concepts in
alphabetical order along with their corresponding polarities are
shown in Table 1.
The distribution of the polarity values in the dictionary is given
in Fig. 2. In this ﬁgure, each bar corresponds to the number of
2

3.2. Role of fuzzy clustering in assigning emotion labels
For each concept, fuzzy clustering provides a vector of the
membership values of a concept, i.e., afﬁnity of a concept to each

http://sentic.net, visited on May 14, 2014.
http://sentic.net/senticnet-3.0.zip, downloaded on May 14, 2014.
4
SenticNet 3.0 is currently under development; it will contain 30,000 concepts.
Applying our method to this new version will automatically result in a resource of the
corresponding size.
5
http://sentic.net/api.
3
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Fig. 1. A sample of SenticNet.

Table 1
A sample of SenticNet data.
A lot
A lot sex
A little
Abandon
Abase
Abash
Abashed
Abashment
Abhor
Abhorrence

+0.258
+0.858
+0.032
0.566
0.153
0.174
0.174
0.186
0.391
0.391

Abhorrent
Able read
Able run
Able use
Abominably
Abominate
Abomination
Abortion
Abroad
Absolute

0.443
+0.865
+0.775
+0.856
0.443
0.391
0.391
0.27
+0.255
+0.277

concepts in SenticNet 3.0 that have the given digit after the dot: for
example, +0.0 corresponds to the interval from +0.000 to +0.099.
The distribution of the polarity intensity irrespective of its sign
(positive or negative) is given in Figs. 3 and 4. Again, each bar corresponds to the number of concepts in SenticNet that have the
given digit after the dot in their intensity: for example, 0.0 corresponds to the interval from 0.000 to 0.099.
As it can be observed from Fig. 3, the majority of concepts have
low intensity, and for intensities lower than 0.5, the lower the
intensity the greater number of concepts possessing it. This gives
the idea that concepts with very low polarity intensity were not
included in the dataset, and that concepts not listed in the dictionary can be assumed to have almost null polarity.
It can also be observed that the words with a polarity intensity
of about 0.5 form the smallest group. This might be an artifact of
the labeling procedure or indeed a real linguistic phenomenon.
Either way it does suggest that this is a natural division point
between high and low polarity: the concepts with high polarity
are those that have signiﬁcant emotional charge.
4.2. WNA emotion lists
As an inventory of target labels and a source of training examples for the supervised classiﬁcation, we used the emotion lists6
provided for the SemEval 2007 task 14: Affective text.7 According
to the organizers of this task, the lists were extracted from WNA
[53]. There are six lists corresponding to the six basic emotions:
anger, fear, disgust, sadness, surprise, and joy. This dataset assigns
emotion labels to synsets—groups of words or concepts that are
synonymous in the corresponding senses: e.g., a synset {puppy love,
calf love, crush, infatuation} is assigned the label joy. However, we
ignored the synonymy information contained in the data and used
6
http://www.cse.unt.edu/~rada/affectivetext/data/WordNetAffectEmotionLists.tar.gz, downloaded on July 12, 2012.
7
http://www.cse.unt.edu/~rada/affectivetext, visited on July 13, 2012.

the labels for individual words or concepts, i.e., puppy love ? joy, calf
love ? joy, crush ? joy, infatuation ? joy. Statistics of the synsets
and concepts by label are presented in Table 2.
The dataset contains a total of 532 different synsets, of which 2
are assigned two distinct labels each: {cliff-hanging, suspenseful,
suspensive} ? {fear, joy} and {persecute, oppress, harass} ? {anger,
sadness}. Thus, the numbers of synsets in Table 2 sum up to 534.
If synsets are broken down into individual concepts (single- or
multi-word expressions), the dataset contains 1113 concepts, of
which 15 are assigned two distinct labels each (thus the total of
1128 in Table 2). Apart from the words from the two ambiguous
synsets, these are words that belong to different unambiguous
synsets (in different senses), e.g., awful ? {fear, surprise}: when
breaking synsets into individual concepts, we lose the sense disambiguation information.
Of the obtained concepts, 63 are multi-word expressions, e.g.,
with hostility or jump for joy; all of them are unambiguous, i.e.,
are assigned only one label. Only 42 synsets contain multi-word
concepts. Of the concepts included in the lists, all but 11
(99.02%) are contained in SenticNet.
By considering the emotions joy and surprise as positive and
anger, disgust, fear, and sadness as negative, we can assign binary
polarity to the listed concepts. The number of concepts is then as
follows:
Positive
Negative
Ambiguous

464
643
6

where we count a concept as ambiguous if it has two labels with
contradicting polarity, e.g., suspensive ? {joy, fear}.
Of the 1121 concepts present both in SenticNet and in WNA
lists, 5 were found to have ambiguous WNA polarity, and the rest
distributed according to the following confusion matrix:
In WNA

Positive
Negative

In SenticNet
Positive

Negative

467
5

3
646

This shows very good (99.28%) agreement between WNA lists
and SenticNet as to the sign of concept polarity.
In some cases of disagreement, the polarity assigned by WNA
lists seems to be inappropriate, e.g., worry appears under joy
(actually, as a synonym of ‘interest’), or stupid under surprise (as
a synonym of ‘dazed’).
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Fig. 2. Distribution of polarity values in SenticNet.

Fig. 3. Distribution of polarity intensity in SenticNet.

Fig. 4. Distribution of polarity intensity of the words from WNA lists in SenticNet.

4.3. The ISEAR dataset
As a source of various features and similarity measures between
concepts, we employed the International Survey of Emotion
Antecedents and Reactions (ISEAR)8 dataset [47]. The survey was
conducted in the 1990s across 37 countries involving approximately
3000 respondents.
The respondents were instructed to describe a situation or
event in which they felt a particular emotion, in the form of a
statement—a short text of a couple of sentences (2.37 on average).
Here is an example of a complete statement:

8
http://www.affective-sciences.org/system/ﬁles/page/2636/ISEAR.zip, downloaded on July 14, 2012.

I had the window open and the door was shut so that the kitten
would not go out. My partner came in and started talking about
something and I forgot about the window and suddenly I saw the
kitten hanging from the window frame. I was rigid with fright till
I got hold of her.
Table 2
The number of synsets and concepts by emotion label in WNA lists.
Synsets

Concepts

Joy
Anger
Sadness
Fear
Surprise
Disgust

204
115
95
76
27
17

400
255
202
147
71
53

Total

534

1128
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Table 3
The data columns of ISEAR dataset used in this work.
Short name

Description

Background
General
Physiological
Behavioral
Emotion

Background data related to the respondent: age; gender; religion; father’s occupation; mother’s occupation; country
General data related to the emotion felt in the situation described in the statement: intensity; timing; longevity
Physiological data: ergotropic arousals; trophotropic arousals, felt change in temperature
Expressive behavior data: movement, non-verbal activity; paralinguistic activity
Emotion felt in the situation described in the statement

The full dataset contains 7666 such statements, which include
18,146 sentences and 449,060 running words. Of the 13,741 concepts contained in SenticNet, 3312 were found in ISEAR. For these
concepts important features were extracted from ISEAR and emotion labels were assigned.
Each statement in the ISEAR dataset is supplied with 40
numeric or categorical values, which give various kinds of information on the given situation and the respondent. Thus, the dataset is arranged in a table, with a statement column and 40 data
columns. Some of these columns are not informative for our
goals, such as the statement ID and the respondent ID. We used
only 16 data columns; they are presented in ﬁve groups in
Table 3.
The majority of parameters (except age, gender, religion, country, and emotion) are numerical scores with a small (around 3–4)
number of discrete values expressing different degrees of the
parameter. For example, the values for ergotropic arousal are: 1
for change in breathing, 2 for heart beating faster, 3 for muscles
tensing/trembling, 4 for perspiring/moist hands; and the values
for trophotropic arousal are: 1 for lump in throat, 2 for stomach
troubles, 3 for crying/sobbing.
One of the columns gives the name of the emotion felt. Seven
values are used: anger, disgust, fear, guilt, joy, sadness, and
shame; in the example above the label was fear. This set of seven
emotions is slightly different from our target set of six basic emotions used in WNA lists: anger, fear, disgust, sadness, surprise,
and joy. A more comprehensive overview of different sets of basic
emotions can be found in [34]. We do not directly use the ISEAR
emotion labels to assign our target emotion label, but we do use
them as one of the feature types for classiﬁcation, alongside many
other features.
The choice of ISEAR as the source of corpus-based information is
motivated by the following considerations:

the information on multiple occurrences of the concept as a token
in the text into one feature vector for the given concept as a type.
For our classiﬁcation, we used two kinds of features for the concepts: (1) those based on the data columns directly provided in the
ISEAR dataset, and (2) those based on various similarity measures
between concepts.
5.1. Features based on ISEAR data
We used the 16 ISEAR data columns listed in Table 3 as independent features. We treated all the features used, with the exception described below, as categorical features. For example, the
country column has 16 different numerical codes, so we used 16
different features corresponding to each speciﬁc country. As the
value, we used ‘term frequency’: if the concept occurs in the ISEAR
dataset 3 times under country code 1 and 5 times under country
code 2, then the corresponding part of the feature vector was
(. . . , 3, 5, . . .). The values expressing the degree or intensity of various parameters were, for simplicity, treated in the same way;
there are around 3–4 discrete values per such data column in the
ISEAR dataset. We did not use numeric data types for the values
to avoid problems in aggregating (e.g., averaging) values for different occurrences of the same concept.
The only exception was the age column. We tested two different
approaches: to treat all values (integer number of years) as different categorical values, or to group them in ranges—the latter was
found to give better results. According to [39], a psychologically
motivated grouping of ages is: 18–23 years (all respondents of
the ISEAR datasets were at least 18 years old), 23–28 years, and
older than 28 years. So we used these tree intervals as categorical
features. This gave us about 100 categorical features, which were
used as different dimensions of the feature space.
5.2. Features based on similarity measures

– This corpus is particularly rich in emotion-related words, as
compared with more standard corpora used in natural language
processing.
– Its statements are consistent with the emotion content. Thus,
the ‘‘one emotion per discourse’’ principle, [19], can be applied:
if two expressions co-occur in the same statement, then they
are related to the same emotion.
In our sample statement the concepts window open, forget,
suddenly, hang, rigid with fright are all associated with the same
emotion, fear. This property makes the ISEAR database particularly
suitable for co-occurrence-based emotion similarity measures
between concepts.

5. Features used for classiﬁcation
The data units we classiﬁed, and to which we assigned the emotion labels (classes) as ﬁnal result, were concepts: single- or multiword expressions present in SenticNet. In type-token terms, when
gathering information from corpora such as ISEAR, we aggregated

Another kind of feature was given by similarity measures
between concepts. Given N concepts (N = 3312 in our case), measuring similarity between pairs of concepts provides N distinct
dimensions of the feature vector: the similarity between the given
concept and each other concept in the vocabulary. This corresponds to the intuition that if, for two data points, their Euclidian
distances to a number of other points are similar, then these two
points are probably close to one another.
To deﬁne these similarity-based features for classiﬁcation, we
used the following 13 similarity measures: 10 lexical resourcesbased measures (one SenticNet score-based similarity and nine
WordNet-based similarity measures) and three co-occurrencebased measures (text distance-based similarity, point-wise mutual
information, and emotional afﬁnity) as described below. This contributed 13N dimensions to the feature space.
The three co-occurrence-based measures (and in fact some of
the WordNet similarity measures that incorporate corpus-based
co-occurrence information) are highly correlated but still reﬂect
different granularity levels of the text. Therefore, we included all
of them in the feature vectors as independent features.
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5.2.1. SenticNet score-based similarity
The distance DSN between two concepts a, bin SenticNet was
deﬁned as DSN(a, b) = |p(a)  p(b)|, where p() is the polarity speciﬁed for the concepts in SenticNet; the similarity was then the
inverse of the distance: SimSN (a, b) = 1/DSN (a, b), or inﬁnity in case
of p(a) = p(b).
Since all concepts that we considered were present in SenticNet,
they had valid SenticNet scores.
5.2.2. WordNet distance-based similarity
The open-source package WordNet::Similarity9 [38] based on
English WordNet 3.0 was used to measure the WordNet-based distance between concepts. This package provides nine similarity measures based on the analysis of the WordNet hierarchy, glosses, and
other data present in WordNet. Namely, we used these following
measures:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

A simple edge counting approach.
Hirst and St-Onge [21].
Leacock and Chodorow [26].
Extended Gloss Overlaps [5].
Lin [27].
Jiang and Conrath [23].
Resnik [46].
Gloss Vector [35].
Wu and Palmer [60].

In this work, we used all the above nine measures as independent sources of information, each one corresponding to its own N
dimensions in the feature vectors.
As mentioned in Section 4, not all concepts from SenticNet were
present in WordNet 3.0. Of the 3312 SenticNet concepts that were
found in the ISEAR database, 1436 were directly found in WordNet.
Those concepts not found in WordNet, were examined manually
and rephrased. For example, if a multi-word concept not present
in WordNet, such as make mistake, contained a word that carried
its main semantics and was not a stop word, the concept was manually reduced to this main word, mistake in our example. After this,
169 more concepts proved to map to WordNet, giving in total 1605
concepts with meaningful WordNet pairwise similarity scores.
For the remaining 1124 concepts not mapped to WordNet, their
N similarity values to all other concepts were set to random values
in the interval [0, 1]. We did not set those values to 0 or some other
ﬁxed value because this made all concepts not found in WordNet,
very far from other concepts and very similar to each other:
indeed, 70% of their features (9N) would be identical. This made
them form one large cluster, which deteriorated the ﬁnal results.
In contrast, using random values better expressed the idea of
unknown similarity, placing all such concepts in the feature space
far from all others and also from each other.
All nine similarity scores are deﬁned for speciﬁc senses and not
for just character strings. For ambiguous concepts, we deﬁned similarity as the maximum similarity overall senses of the ﬁrst and the
second concept.
5.2.3. ISEAR text distance-based similarity
The positional information of concept tokens in the ISEAR statements was used to measure the ISEAR-based similarity between
them. For this, we calculated the average distance between the
concepts in the ISEAR dataset statements. Namely, if the tokens a
and b occur in a statement S at the positions (in words) a1, . . . , an
and b1, . . . , bn, correspondingly, then the distance between a and
b in this statement was deﬁned as DISEAR(a, b, S) = min(|ai  bj|),
9

http://www.d.umn.edu/tpederse/similarity.html.

and the distance over the entire ISEAR dataset was deﬁned by averaging over individual statements where both concepts co-occur Sk:
DISEAR(a, b) = avgDISEAR(a, b, Sk).
The similarity was deﬁned as the inverse of the distance:
SimISEAR(a, b) = 1/DISEAR(a, b). Note that if the two tokens appear next
to each other (as a bigram), then DISEAR(a, b, S) = 1; in particular,
DISEAR(a, b, S) P 1. If the concepts did not co-occur in any statement,
then we considered SimISEAR(a, b) to be a random number between
0 and 1.
5.2.4. Point-wise mutual information
The point-wise mutual information (PMI) between concepts
measures the degree of co-occurrence between them within a sentence. For concepts a and b, it is deﬁned as:

SimPMI ¼ log

Pða; bÞ
PðaÞPðbÞ

ð1Þ

where P(a) is the probability for a sentence in the corpus to contain
a, i.e., the number n(a) of sentences where a occurs, normalized by
the total number of sentences in the corpus, and P(a, b) is the probability for a sentence to contain both a and b, i.e., the normalized
number n(a, b) of sentences that contain both a and b.
Ten concept pairs with the greatest SimPMI are given in Table 4.
5.2.5. Emotional afﬁnity
We deﬁned the emotional afﬁnity between two concepts a and
b in the same way as SimPMI but at the level of entire statements
and not sentences, i.e., P() in (1) was deﬁned as the corresponding
number of statements instead of sentences, normalized by the total
number of statements. Similar to Table 4, the top ten emotional
afﬁnity pairs are given in Table 5.
While PMI often reﬂects syntactic association between the concepts—for example, it is high for a verb and its typical object, or for
components of a frequent multi-word expression—emotional afﬁnity incorporates a wider notion of relatedness within the same
real-world situation, as well as synonymy and rephrasing. Due to
our ‘‘one emotion per discourse’’ principle for the ISEAR dataset,

Table 4
Top 10 SimPMI pairs.
Concept pair

SimPMI

Weekend
Birthday
Happy
Angry
Learn
Party
Graduate
Disgust
Money
Mistake

December
Celebration
December
Friend
School student
Friend
School examination
Behavior
Important
Realize

3.864
3.839
3.821
3.813
3.813
3.813
3.811
3.807
3.807
3.806

Table 5
Top 10 emotional afﬁnity pairs.
Concept pair
Weekend
Unemployed
Tired of
Happy
Worry
Need relax
Mistake
Disgusting
Serious
Birthday

Afﬁnity
December
Sad
Headache
December
Computer virus
Annoyed
Realize
To person
Feel guilty
Thought

3.827
3.800
3.768
3.755
3.721
3.707
3.691
3.604
3.518
3.499
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1
2
Pc kxk v i kp1

ð6Þ

the concepts with high emotional afﬁnity tend to be related with
the same emotion.

lik ¼

j¼1 kxk v j k

6. Fuzzy clustering

Next, a stationary point (l0, v0) of the system (5), (6) is found
iteratively using the steps below:

The ﬁrst step in our process was unsupervised: we did not use
the emotion labels known from WNA list. At this step, we grouped
together similar concepts. Later on, these clusters were identiﬁed
with speciﬁc emotion labels to construct the six clusters: one for
each of the six WNA basic emotions.
We considered fuzzy clusters so that a concept could belong to
multiple clusters with different degrees of membership. Fuzzy
clustering was applied to determine the preliminary estimation
for a concept to be related with each speciﬁc group; later in the
process only one cluster was ﬁnally selected for each concept;
see Section 7.
The features used for the fuzzy clustering were described in
Section 5, and the result of the clustering, for each concept as well
as for each of the six groups, was the membership function of a
concept in a class deﬁned by the given emotion label. A number
ranging between 0 and 1 represented the estimation of the association between the token and a particular emotion.
6.1. Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm
For fuzzy clustering, we used the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm [6] with a modiﬁed objective function as described in Section
6.2 below.
The well-known fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm takes as
input, a set of N points x1, x1, . . . , xN described via their coordinates
in a P-dimensional feature space: xk = (xk1, xk2, . . . , xkP). As output, it
constructs two sets: a set of c centroids v1, v2, . . . , vc, which are
points in the same feature space that represent the c clusters found
(where c is a given parameter), and a set of c * N membership values
lik, i = 1, . . . , c; k = 1, . . . , N, which represent the degree of membership of a point xk in a class ci. The membership function can be interpreted as the share of a point that a cluster has, so it is assumed that
0 6 lik 6 1 and such shares sum up to unity for each point, that is:
c
X

lik ¼ 1; k ¼ 1; . . . ; N:

ð2Þ

i¼1

To ﬁnd the optimal distribution of points by clusters and optimal placement of the centroids, the algorithm uses an objective
function J, which achieves its minimum when the distribution is
optimal: (l0, v0) = arg min J(l, v), where l = {lik} and v = {vi} represent the sets of the variables to be found, and l0, v0 are the optimal
solutions.
An expression often used for J is:

J p ð l; v Þ ¼

c X
N
X

lpik kxk  v i k2

ð4Þ

is the Euclidean distance in the feature space.
The optimal solution of a constraint optimization problem
deﬁned by Eqs. (2) and (3) is given by the following (see Section
6.2 for derivation):

and

PN

lpik xk
p
k¼1 lik

k¼1

J p ðl; v Þ ¼

c X
N
X

X

i¼1 k¼1

x2Nk

lpik kxk  v i k2 þ q

!

kx  v i k2 ;

ð5Þ

ð7Þ

where the parameter q is intended to control the effect of the new
term (for our case, q = 1) and Nk is the set constructed in the following way:
– For each data point x, we identiﬁed the nearest centroid

v ðxÞ ¼ arg minkv i  xk

ð8Þ

i

(in case of a tie, an arbitrary centroid was chosen);
– Nk = {x|v(x) = v(xk)} was thus set of all data points with the same
nearest centroid as xk.
This additional term provides a ‘hint’ to the algorithm to
increase the membership function of a data point in the cluster
with the nearest centroid, thus better grouping the similar points
together. Our experiments (see Table 7) show that this modiﬁcation of the objective function improved accuracy of the results.
In our implementation, we constructed the sets Nk on the ﬂy
while re-calculating the positions of the centroids according to
(5) (rather its modiﬁed version, (10)), i.e., when re-calculating v2,
we considered in (8) the already re-calculated value for v1.
The change of the expression for the objective function required
modiﬁcation of (5) and (6) respectively. For the sake of completeness, a derivation of the modiﬁed equations is provided. A note on
the discontinuity of Jp(l, v) is also given below.
A necessary condition for the optimum of function (7), subject
to constraint (2), to be achieved at a point (l0, v0) is the vanishing
@L
of all partial derivatives @@L
l , @ v (vim are coordinates of the centroid
im

ik

vi in the P-dimensional feature space), and @k@L

k

L¼

l¼1

PN

To achieve more compact clusters in which the most similar
elements are clustered together, we incorporated an additional
term into the original objective function (3):

ð3Þ

i¼1 k¼1

vi ¼

6.2. Modiﬁed objective function

the system:

where the power p > 1 is a parameter that controls the degree of
fuzziness of the obtained clusters (for our case, p = 2), and
P
X
kx  yk ¼
ðxl  yl Þ2

(i) Assign random values to all lik; the values are normalized to
satisfy the constraints (2).
(ii) Iteratively re-calculate the values for all vi and then all lik
according to (5) and (6), respectively;
(iii) Stop when the objective function J changes from the previous iteration less than by a small number e (we used
e = 0.01).

c X
N
X

l

p
ik

2

kxk  v i k þ q

i¼1 k¼1

þ

!
N
c
X
X
kk 1 
lik ;
k¼1

X

of the Lagrangian of

!
2

kx  v i k

x2Nk

ð9Þ

i¼1

The ﬁrst term of L is Jp(l, v) from (7), and the second term, according to the method of Lagrange multipliers, is derived from the con@L
¼ 0 reduce to Eq. (2).
straint (2), so that the conditions @k
k

Given (7), we have the following:

!
N
P
P
X
XX
@L
@ X
¼
lpik
ðxkl  v il Þ2 þ q
ðxl  v il Þ2
@ v im @ v im k¼1
x2N k l¼1
l¼1
!
N
X
X
p
¼
lik 2ðxkm  v im Þ þ qk  2ðxm  v im Þ ¼ 0
k¼1

x2Nk
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and taking into account that
have:



PN

k¼1

v im ¼

lpik xkm þ q

PN

k¼1

P

P

x2Nk xm

x2Nk

v im ¼ v im

P

x2N k 1

¼ v im jN k j, we



lpik ð1 þ qjNk jÞ

some labels would not be assigned to any cluster. However, such
low probable events did not occur in our experiments.
Moreover, correctness of the obtained mapping of the classes to
emotion labels is conﬁrmed by the fact that we obtained over 90%
accuracy in our ﬁnal results, which would not be possible with
incorrectly mapped labels.

or in a vector form,



PN

vi ¼

k¼1

lpik xk þ q

PN

k¼1

P

x2Nk x

lpik ð1 þ qjNk jÞ



7. Hard clustering

ð10Þ

;

which substitutes (5) for our modiﬁed objective function. Similarly,

X
@L
¼ plp1
kxk  v i k2 þ qk
kx  v i k2
ik
@ lik
x2N

!
 kk ¼ 0

k

gives
1

lik ¼

kkp1
P


1
pp1 kxk  v i k2 þ q

2
x2N k kx  v i k

;
1
p1

which together with (2) gives

1

1

Pc
kp1
k ¼

i¼1

1
pp1

1



2

P

kxk v i k þq

x2N k

kxv i k2

7.1. Reduction of the confusion set

1
p1

and thus:

lik ¼
Pc

j¼1

While several concepts appear in more than one WNA list (for
example, harass is listed under sadness and anger, suspensive under
joy and fear), most of them have only one emotion label. Predicting
whether a word is ambiguous, is out of the scope of the present
paper, and it cannot be said with certainty if such ambiguity might
be the result of errors in WNA lists. Therefore, to simplify things,
we chose to assign only one emotion label to each concept.
In our evaluation, we consider a label to be assigned correctly if
the WNA lists assigned this label to the concept—even if it additionally assigns another label to it. There are however, too few
cases of double labels present in the lists for this to signiﬁcantly
alter our results.
A two-step process was used for choosing a single class for each
token classiﬁcation.

1
;
1
!p1
P
kxk v i k þq
kxv i k2
x2N k
P
2
2

ð11Þ

2

kxk v j k þq

x2N k

kxv j k

which substitutes (6) for our modiﬁed objective function. If q = 0,
then (10) and (11) reduce to (5) and (6), respectively.
This derivation only applies to the regions where Jp(l, v) is differentiable. In fact, it is not continuous everywhere, since the sets
Nk change sharply when the data points jump from one Nk to
another as vi changes. Therefore, our analytic solution will only
ﬁnd a local optimum within a region of continuity of Jp(l, v).
This is, however, common practice, as the original solution (5),
(6) does not guarantee a global optimum, either. In such cases, estimation of the performance of the resulting iterative algorithm is
left to empirical evaluation, which is given in Section 9.

Given a parameter K discussed below, for each concept, we
chose top K classes, that is, K classes for which the fuzzy clustering
assigned this concept the highest value of the membership function. For example, if K = 2 and the six membership functions for a
given concept were {0.1, 0.8, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.2}, then classes 2 and
4 were selected and the classes 1, 3, 5, and 6 discarded as having
lower membership functions for this concept than the K = 2
selected classes. The hard clustering technique used afterwards
was only allowed to choose between those top K labels preselected for a given concept.
In case of K = 1, only one class per concept is chosen, and thus
no further processing is needed: in this case, the ﬁnal result is
given by choosing the greatest membership function obtained
from the fuzzy clustering. In case of K = 7, there is no reduction
of the confusion set, i.e., the reduction step is in effect omitted.
In case of K = 2 or K = 3—the values we experimented with—the
confusion set is reduced to 2 or 3 options, correspondingly. We
show in Section 9.2 that reducing the confusion set to only two
candidates increases the accuracy.

6.3. Mapping fuzzy classes to emotion labels
7.2. Final hard classiﬁcation
Following the completion of the unsupervised fuzzy clustering
process, we identiﬁed which of the c = 6 classes appropriately corresponded to one of the six emotion labels. For this, we employed a
simple supervised approach.
First, we converted the fuzzy clustering into hard clustering; in
our implementation, we chose for each data point xk a cluster
C(xk) = arg maxilik to which it was most strongly associated (in
case of a tie, an arbitrary class was chosen).
Then, the emotion label for each hard cluster was chosen by
majority voting. Namely, considering all concepts in the cluster
that happened to be in WNA emotion lists and thus had known
emotion labels, we calculated the number of times each label
occurred (for those concepts that had more than one emotion label
in the emotion lists, all their labels were counted), and then
selected a label that occurred the highest number of times.
This procedure did not guarantee that there be six hard clusters,
or that the majority voting would not result in a tie, nor that two
clusters would share the same emotion label. In the latter case,

Given the K options left after reducing the confusion set, we
 
6
possible combinatrained separate classiﬁers for each of the
K
tions of K emotion labels: for example, with K = 2, a separate classiﬁer was trained for choosing between fear and disgust, another
one to choose between fear and sadness, etc., which gives 6  5/
2 = 15 different classiﬁers. To assign a unique label to a concept,
the K emotion labels for it were selected as explained above, e.g.,
fear and sadness, and then the corresponding classiﬁer was used.
To train a classiﬁer for a given set of labels, we used only those
concepts that had any of the corresponding labels in the WNA lists.
For example, to train a classiﬁer for the confusion set {fear, sadness},
we used all concepts extracted from the ISEAR corpus (for which,
therefore, we had their feature vectors) that were present in WNA
lists with either the label fear or the label sadness (the few concepts
with double labels, such as harass, were excluded from the training
data for those confusion sets that contained both labels.)
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As features, we used the same feature vectors that were used for
the fuzzy clustering, extended by six extra dimensions: the membership values generated by the fuzzy classiﬁer for the six emotion
labels, except the experiments where the fuzzy clustering was not
used. As classes, the confusion set of K selected labels was used for
each classiﬁer; in case of K = 2, the classiﬁcation was binary.
As a hard clustering algorithm, we used the SVM framework.
Speciﬁcally, we used the libsvm library of the WEKA toolset,
which, for the case of K > 2, provides an implementation of a multiclass SVM. As a result, we obtained one emotion label for each
concept in the dataset.
8. Implementation
While in Sections 3–7 we have described an abstract method
applicable to any datasets, in this section we give the details of
the speciﬁc dataset to which we applied the method described
above and present examples of the resulting labels.
8.1. Data preparation
We used a number of standard pre-processing techniques, such
as tokenizing and lemmatizing, as described below. For this, we
used the tools provided by Rapidminer’s text plug-in, except for
lemmatizing (a lemmatizer differs from a stemmer in that it provides a complete form: for example, for feet, it provides foot), for
which we used the WordNet lemmatizer [31].
For each SenticNet concept, we identiﬁed all its occurrences in
the text of the ISEAR statements. All words in the statements were
lemmatized before matching, because the concepts could appear
in the text in a different form, e.g., made mistake in the text vs.
make mistake in the vocabulary (this also generated some small
number of false matches). For multi-word SenticNet concepts,
such as after summer and to person, we allowed any number of
stop-words to appear in the position of the space, so that, in
SenticNet, they were readily matched, e.g., to a person or to the
person in the text.
Total of 3312 SenticNet concepts appear at least once in the
ISEAR dataset. Only these concepts participated in further processing and were ﬁnally assigned the emotion labels. For each occurrence, we extracted the corresponding data ﬁelds from the ISEAR
dataset, and the data for multiple occurrences of the same concept
in the corpus (as a token) were aggregated in a feature vector for
that concept (as a type). Thus, this gave us a dataset with a total
of 3312 feature vectors.
All 3312 concepts participated in the unsupervised fuzzy clustering phase, though not all of them participated in the supervised
ﬁnal hard clustering; see Section 7.
8.2. Examples
Consider the following example: When I make mistake that I has
accused someone else of, this is obvious to the person. The concepts
found in this example and their corresponding emotion labels
assigned by our classiﬁer are make mistake (sadness), obvious
(joy), to person (surprise).
For the example, in I am sad when friends try to put me down or
hurt me, the corresponding concepts and emotion labels are sad
(sadness), friend (joy), put down (sadness), hurt (fear).
9. Direct evaluation of the assigned emotion labels
For evaluation, we used a standard tenfold cross-validation procedure. Namely, we excluded from training a tenth part of WNA
emotion labels. Hence, we normally constructed the resource using

Table 6
Impact of the selection of most likely fuzzy cluster.
K
K = 1:
K = 2:
K = 3:
K = 6:

Accuracy (%)
Fuzzy clustering only, no SVM
SVM applied to top two fuzzy clusters
SVM applied to top three fuzzy clusters
no reduction of confusion set

83.41
92.15
67.45
65.43

Bold values indicates highest accuracy.

this reduced WNA set. In the constructed resource, we compared
the labels assigned to the concepts that were temporarily excluded
from WNA (but left in SenticNet, so that they were automatically
assigned some labels) with the true labels present for these concepts (but unavailable during training); percent of coincidence
gave accuracy. This accuracy was averaged by ten experiments
where one of ten different tenth parts of WNA was excluded from
training and used for evaluation.
We tested several classiﬁers for the ﬁnal classiﬁcation task. Of
them, SVM produced the best result, with 92.15% accuracy; see
Table 6.
Apart from different classiﬁers, we compared the effect of selection of different parameters and different subsets of features, in
order to study which features are most important for assigning
the emotion labels. Below we ﬁrst describe these experiments in
detail.
9.1. Impact of the fuzzy clustering and hard classiﬁcation
We compared the results of the pipeline of fuzzy clustering and
hard classiﬁcation as described above vs. directly applying hard
classiﬁcation without the fuzzy clustering phase; in the latter case,
the hard classiﬁer did not have access to the extra features
obtained by the fuzzy classiﬁer. The results are presented in this
section and Section 9.2.
We also experimented with different values of K introduced in
Section 7: the size of the confusion set after reduction based on
the result of fuzzy clustering. Namely:
– K = 1 means that the ﬁnal classiﬁcation directly results from the
fuzzy clustering and no further hard clustering is necessary;
– K = 2 means that the ﬁnal hard classiﬁcation is based on binary
choices between the two top labels for each concept;
– K = 3 means that reduction of the confusion set for the hard
classiﬁcation to a choice of three options;
– K = 6 means no reduction of the confusion set. However, it is not
the same as not using the fuzzy clustering phase at all as
described above, because the fuzzy clustering results are still
used as additional features for the hard classiﬁer.
In addition, we conducted experiments by SVM alone without
prior fuzzy clustering. We found that the fuzzy clustering step does
help SVM achieve better classiﬁcation. We show that SVM performed best when for each concept we selected two (K = 2) clusters
with the highest membership values. As mentioned earlier, this
selection reduces the size of the confusion set for the SVM-based
classiﬁcation.
Table 6 presents a comparison between the following cases:
reduction to two top classes, reduction to three top classes, and
no reduction of the confusion set (K = 6). In these experiments,
all features were used (later in this section we will study the
impact of different feature combinations on the classiﬁcation; see
Table 7). In case of no reduction of the confusion set, the results
of the fuzzy clustering step were still used by the SVM classiﬁer
in the form of additional features: speciﬁcally a vector of the membership functions of the given concept in all six clusters.
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Table 7
Precision with different feature combinations and different classiﬁer combinations.
Feature combination
WordNet

SenticNet

Classiﬁer combination
Lexical

Background

General

Physiological

Behavioral

Membership

Fuzzy only (K = 1) (%)

SVM only (%)

Fuzzy + SVM (%)

+

47.66
25.27
56.64
24.12
25.23
41.32
58.11
69.78
63.18
59.17
55.34
61.02
60.15
58.12
55.77
65.35
80.11
83.41

50.59
29.07
57.77
27.87
28.21
43.09
59.27
73.23
65.12
60.22
58.00
61.12
60.24
58.45
56.34
66.12
85.12
–

52.02
32.23
61.21
31.09
33.01
45.15
63.50
78.26
66.04
65.77
61.10
62.02
61.00
58.75
58.14
69.04
88.85
92.15

+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

Bold values indicates highest accuracy.

When we chose only one highest membership value, i.e., the
strongest cluster as the ﬁnal classiﬁcation result for the given concept (K = 1), then no SVM step was needed. The results for this case
with different feature combinations are shown in Table 7 in the
leftmost numerical column. In this table, WordNet stands for the
set of WordNet-based features (Section 5.2.2), SenticNet stands
for SenticNet similarity feature (Section 5.2.1), Lexical stands for
other lexical features (Sections 5.2.3–5.2.5), Background, General,
Physiological, and Behavioral stands for various ISEAR data-based
features (Table 3 and Section 5.1), and Membership stands for
the vector of the fuzzy clustering results: membership functions
in each of the six clusters. The ﬁgures are presented based on tenfold cross-validation.
Table 7 shows that using the fuzzy membership vector as a feature for SVM increased accuracy. This fuzzy membership feature,
along with all other features, gave the highest accuracy of 92.15%
on the test set.
As training and test data, we used the intersection between the
sets of concepts found in the WNA lists (for which we had the gold
standard emotion labels) and those 3312 SenticNet concepts found
in the ISEAR texts (for which we had ISEAR-speciﬁc features); this
intersection consisted of 1202 concepts. Speciﬁcally, the system
was evaluated on the 362 WNA concepts from the six WNA lists.

joy and surprise as positive emotions. This allowed us to evaluate
the method on all 3312 concepts against SenticNet data, because
the polarity sign (positive or negative emotion) of all concepts
present in SenticNet can be inferred from the SenticNet data. This
evaluation gave 96.11% precision and 92.24% recall, which is considered to be a very satisfactory result for this kind of analysis.
9.3. Error analysis
We observed a few typical situations leading to errors. One of
them is detection of emotion words that are present in the same
ISEAR statement but in two separate sentences. The lexical afﬁnity
between such remote occurrences does not always imply similarity
between their lexical patterns, and therefore sometimes leads to
wrong results.
In fuzzy c-means clustering, some concepts, such as humiliate,
have very similar membership values in more than one cluster
(in this case, those corresponding to fear and sadness). And, sometimes the SVM classiﬁer chose the correct ﬁnal emotion class for
such a concept (sadness in this case). However, for certain some
ambiguous concepts such as faint, sick and humble, the SVM classiﬁer assigned incorrect emotion label.
10. Construction of EmoSenticSpace

9.2. Impact of psychological factors
We experimented with different combinations of the psychological features extracted from the statements of the ISEAR dataset.
The impact of the psychological features is demonstrated in
Table 6. It can be observed that all ISEAR data-based features
improved the classiﬁcation accuracy, and the best accuracy was
obtained with all the features.
The individual ISEAR data-based features results based on the
general and physiological variables show interesting insights into
the effect of the features from the perspective of emotion. For example, low intensity for emotion classes of shame and guilt and high
intensity for joy, fear, and sadness [15]. It should be noted that Das
and Bandyopadhyay [15] did not use any other type of psychological
variables. In contrast, we use the features related to background
variables and expressive behavior in addition to the general and
psychological variables. One can observe that the expressive behavior contributes less as compared with other groups of variables.
Furthermore, we evaluated our results using the polarity sign.
We considered anger, fear, sadness, and disgust as negative, and

Cambria et al. [11] have combined WNA with ConceptNet [50],
a large publicly available common-sense knowledge base that contains simple statements such as ‘‘you use a spoon for eating’’ or ‘‘a
book is made of paper’’. The combined resource, termed AffectiveSpace, contains both types of information: semantics and world
knowledge on the one hand, and sentics on the other hand, which
makes it a powerful resource for reasoning about real-world situations and behavior involving emotions.
Since our ESN is a superset of WNA, we extended AffectiveSpace
to a combination of ConceptNet with ESN instead of WNA and,
hence, obtain EmoSenticSpace. This extended resource contains
the same semantic and real-world information but much more
sentic information, since more words in it have affective labels.
10.1. Building EmoSenticSpace
To build EmoSenticSpace, we followed the procedure proposed
by Cambria et al. [11], which is brieﬂy described below. ConceptNet is represented in the form of a labeled direct graph, with nodes
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being concepts such as, for example, spoon, eating, book, paper, and
arcs being relations such as UsedFor (spoon–UsedFor ? eating) and
MadeOf (book–MadeOf ? paper).
Technically, a graph can be thought of as a matrix. To perform
inference on multiple matrices, blending is the most widely used
technique. It allows multiple matrices to be combined in a single
matrix, basing on the overlap between these matrices. The new
matrix is rich in information and contains much of the information
shared by the two original matrices. By means of singular value
decomposition, new connections are formed in source matrices
based on the shared information and overlap between them. This
method enables creation of a new resource, which is a combination
of multiple resources representing different kinds of knowledge.
In order to build a suitable knowledge base for affective reasoning, we applied the blending technique to ConceptNet and ESN.
First, we represented ESN as a directed graph, similarly to ConceptNet. For example, the concept birthday party has the associated
emotion joy; we considered birthday party and joy as two nodes,
and added an assertion HasProperty on the edge directed from
the node birthday party to the node joy.
Next, we converted the two graphs, ConceptNet and ESN, to
sparse matrices to blend them. After blending the two matrices,
we performed the Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD)
on the resulting matrix, to discard those components that represent relatively small variations in the data. We kept only 100 components of the blended matrix to obtain a good approximation of
the original matrix. The number 100 was selected empirically: it
gave the best results.
10.2. Features used in the applications
10.2.1. Features based on ESN’s emotion labels and EmoSenticSpace
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of both resources on
such tasks as sentiment analysis, emotion recognition, and personality detection, we used them to extract the following features
from documents:
10.2.1.1. Features based on ESN. For each concept found in the
document, we obtained its corresponding affective label from
ESN, if any. We aggregated the individual concept labels into a
six-dimensional vector for the document by counting the
frequency of occurrence of each label in the document: say, if the
document had ﬁve concepts labeled as joy, the coordinate in the
document vector corresponding to joy was set to 5.
This gave us a six-dimensional integer-valued feature vector for
each text document.
10.2.1.2. Features based on AffectiveSpace and EmoSenticSpace. For
each concept found in the document, we extracted its 100-dimensional feature vector from EmoSenticSpace. We aggregated the
individual concept vectors into one document vector by coordinate-wise summation:

xi ¼

N
X
xij ;
j¼0

where xi is the i-th coordinate of the document’s feature vector, xij is
the i-th coordinate of the j-th concept’s vector of this document, and
N is the number of concepts found in the document.
This gave us a 100-dimensional real-valued feature vector for
each text document. For comparison, we also computed these
100 features using AffectiveSpace instead of EmoSenticSpace.
In the experiments described in the next section, we observed
that the 100-dimensional EmoSenticSpace feature vectors gave
very good results. Six-dimensional ESN feature vectors performed
very poor. However, combined 106-dimensional feature vectors

showed very slight improvement over the 100-dimensional EmoSenticSpace vectors. Below we report the results obtained with
these 106-dimensional feature vectors.
10.2.2. Other features
For better results, we used a few other features for the documents in our experiments. For simplicity and given that all three
tasks we considered have a common cognitive nature, we used
the same set of features for all these tasks. These additional features are as follows:
 Sentic feature: the polarity scores of each concept in the text,
obtained from ESN, were summed up to produce a single scalar
feature.
 Part of speech features: three features deﬁned as the number of
adjectives, adverbs, and nouns in the text.
 Modiﬁcation feature: the number of sentences in the text that
have a word modiﬁed by a noun, adjective, or adverb in its
dependency tree (we used the Stanford dependency parser).
 Negation feature: the number of sentences in the text that contain negation.
The latter feature is important because the negation can invert
the polarity of the sentence.
11. Performance on applications
We used ESN and EmoSenticSpace in a number of affective
applications. We found that these resources produce signiﬁcantly
higher accuracy than state-of-art approaches for sentiment analysis, emotion recognition, and personality detection.
Identifying emotions, sentiment, and personality in text is a
challenging task because of the ambiguity of words in the text,
complexity of meaning, and interplay of various factors such as
irony, politeness, writing style, as well as variability of language
from person to person and from culture to culture.
Surprisingly, the same feature set, namely, the 106 features
described in the previous section, worked excellently for all three
tasks. For comparison, we also provide the results obtained with
100-dimensional feature vectors extracted from the original
AffectiveSpace. In all three experiments, we used tenfold crossvalidation for evaluation.
11.1. Sentiment analysis of text
For experiments on detecting positive and negative sentiment
in texts, we used Stanford Twitter dataset [20]. This resource provides binary polarity labels (positive/negative) for a large number
of tweets. We cast this task as a binary classiﬁcation task. For the
sentiment analysis experiment, this was binary classiﬁcation. We
report the results obtained with the SVM as the classiﬁer. The accuracy obtained with SVM was superior to that obtained with other
supervised classiﬁers we tried, such as other state-of-the-art Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN) and Naïve Bayes classiﬁers.
Table 8 shows the experimental results and presents a comparison between our approach and the highest state-of-the-art accuracy
reported so far in the literature. While the original AffectiveSpace
Table 8
Sentiment analysis on Stanford Twitter dataset.
Method

Accuracy (%)

ESN & AffectiveSpace
Go et al. [20]
ESN & EmoSenticSpace

72.35
83.10
85.05

Bold values indicates highest accuracy.
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We cast the task as ﬁve independent binary classiﬁcation tasks.
In this case, SVM only slightly outperformed other supervised
classiﬁers in terms of accuracy. Table 10 shows the results of this
experiment and a comparison with two best state-of-the-art
approaches we are aware of; the letters in the header correspond
to the OCEAN label set. In these experiments, the original AffectiveSpace’s performance was only slightly lower that of EmoSenticSpace. More details on these experiments can be found in [43].
Therefore, in all our experiments the resources that we developed, ESN and EmoSenticSpace, signiﬁcantly outperformed existing state-of-the-art techniques.

Table 9
Emotion recognition on the ISEAR dataset.
Method

Accuracy (%)

Kim et al. [25]
ESN & AffectiveSpace
ESN & EmoSenticSpace

52.80
61.20
67.25

Bold values indicates highest accuracy.

Table 10
Personality detection on the essays dataset for personality detection.
Method

O (%)

C (%)

E (%)

A (%)

N (%)

Mohammad and Kiritchenko [32]
Mairesse et al. [29]
ESN & EmoSenticSpace

60.4
62.1
66.1

56.4
55.2
63.3

54.6
54.9
63.4

54.0
55.7
61.5

55.7
57.3
63.7

12. Summary of lexical resources and features used
We built the EmoSenticSpace resource by ﬁrst extending the
emotion labels from WNA to SenticNet, and then blending the
obtained resource, which we called ESN, with ConceptNet. Below
we remind the reader the various resources mentioned in this
paper and their relationships with each other.
In addition, the ﬁrst of the two resources was obtained via
supervised machine learning. As in any typical machine learning
setting, our work consisted in mapping a set of data points (in
our case vocabulary—a list of words and multiword expressions
denoting concepts), to some categories (in our case, emotion labels)
via a set of features (extracted from lexical resources), using a source
of ground truth labels both for training (along with unlabelled training data) and testing by tenfold cross-validation. In this section, we
summarize our use of lexical resources to extract the vocabulary,
the features, and the ground truth labels for building ESN.
The lexical resources and the features we used for the development of ESN are summarized in Table 11. Speciﬁcally, for the
development of ESN we used the following four lexical resources:

Bold values indicates highest accuracy.

performed quite poorly, our EmoSenticSpace outperformed the
state-of-the-art approach.
11.2. Emotion recognition from text
As a dataset for the emotion recognition experiment, we used
the ISEAR dataset. We cast the task as a seven-way classiﬁcation,
where the seven classes were the emotion labels used in the ISEAR
dataset: anger, disgust, fear, guilt, joy, sadness, and shame. Note
that these classes differ from the six emotion labels that we used
in ESN.
Again, SVM was found to give comparatively better accuracy
than other supervised classiﬁers. Table 9 shows a very signiﬁcant
improvement achieved by our approach over the highest stateof-the-art accuracy result we are aware of. As can be seen from
Table 9, despite the original AffectiveSpace signiﬁcantly outperforming the best state-of-the art approach, EmoSenticSpace was
found to perform even better.

 SenticNet is a dictionary that provides average polarity for
words and concepts. We used it to extract both vocabulary
(which was the complete vocabulary of this dictionary) and
the SenticNet score-based similarity feature, which measured
how similar are the polarity values associated with two words.
 WNA Emotion Lists are a dictionary that provides emotion
labels for a small number of words and concepts. We used it
as a source of both training instances (to associate fuzzy classes
with speciﬁc labels, as described in Section 6.3) and ground
truth testing instances.
 The ISEAR Dataset is a collection of short texts (statements)
describing a situation in which an emotion was felt, along with
40 numerical or categorical data items for each statement
specifying the emotion and describing the person that felt the
emotion and other circumstances accompanying the situation.
We used many of those data items as features for words and

11.3. Personality detection from text
For experiments on detection personality from text, we used
ﬁve-way classiﬁcation according to the ﬁve personality traits
described by Matthews et al. [30], namely: openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism (sometimes
abbreviated as OCEAN, by their ﬁrst letters).
We used the dataset provided by Mairesse et al. [29]. This dataset provides student essays along with a binary vector of personality traits of the author of each essay. The vector indicates the
presence or absence of each of the ﬁve OCEAN traits, such as
openness: yes, conscientiousness: no and extraversion: yes.

Table 11
Summary of vocabulary, features, and training categories used in development of ESN, along with lexical resources that provided them.
Features

SenticNet

Vocabulary
Background
General
Physiological
Behavioral
Emotion
SenticNet score-based similarity
WordNet distance-based similarity
ISEAR text distance-based similarity
Point-wise mutual information
Emotional afﬁnity
Mapping classes to labels (training)
Ground truth labels (testing)

+

WNA

ISEAR

WordNet

Data

Text

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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Table 12
Summary of the use of lexical resources as sources of features and training categories used in our applications.
Application of ESN

Sources of features
ESN

Building EmoSenticSpace
Sentiment analysis
Emotion recognition
Personality detection

Testing and training datasets
ConceptNet

Labels

Scores

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

AffectiveSpace

EmoSenticSpace

Twitter dataset

±
±

+
+
+

+

ISEAR dataset

Personality dataset

+

concepts from our target vocabulary that occurred in the statements. In addition, we used the text of the statements (ignoring
the data items) as a text corpus for learning various co-occurrence measures between words that occur in these texts.
For development of ESN, we used the following data points, features, and categories extracted from these lexical resources:
 Data points (vocabulary of concepts to be assigned labels) were
words and concepts that we aimed to map to ﬁnal emotion
labels. We extracted them from SenticNet’s vocabulary.
 Features of those data points (words or concepts) were as
follows:
– Features accompanying a situation when an emotion was
felt: the background of the person who felt it, general characteristics of the situation, psychological arousals, behavioral data of the person, and the name of the emotion
described by the text containing the word or concept. All
these features were extracted from the ISEAR dataset.
– Similarity scores: the closeness of polarity (extracted from
SenticNet), numerous variants of calculation of the distance
in WordNet graph, and co-occurrence frequency at different
granularity (as observed in the ISEAR texts). Each similarity
score contributed N (the size of the vocabulary) individual
features to the feature vectors of concepts: the similarity of
the given concept to every other concept in the vocabulary.
 The target categories, or emotion labels to be assigned to the
concepts, were used both for training and as ground truth for
testing. They were extracted from the WordNet Affect lists.
The lexical resources we used in the three applications of EmoSenticSpace (and thus indirectly of ESN) are summarized in Table 12.
Speciﬁcally, in our applications we used the following seven lexical
resources:
 EmoSenticNet (ESN) is a dictionary built in this work, which
provides average polarity and emotion labels for a large number
of concepts. First, we used it to extract emotion information to
be blended with ConceptNet to obtain EmoSenticSpace. Then,
we used it to extract the polarity score and emotion category
features for our three applications.
 ConceptNet is a semantic network dictionary that provides
UsedFor
relations between concepts, such as spoon ! eating. We used
it to build our combined resource, EmoSenticSpace.
 AffectiveSpace is a resource similar to our EmoSenticSpace but
built with WNA instead of ESN. We do not use this resource in
our proposed method, but compare the use of our EmoSenticSpace with the use of AffectiveSpace to show the advantages
of our resource.
 EmoSenticSpace is the second lexical resource that we built.
We obtained it by blending our ESN with ConceptNet and
reducing the resulting graph to a matrix of concepts by features.
For each concept from ESN or ConceptNet’s vocabulary, it
gives 100 unnamed features, which result from an algebraic

+
+

transformation of a much larger graph obtained from ConceptNet and ESN. This resource is similar to AffectiveSpace but
much richer in information.
 Stanford Twitter dataset is a set of Twitter samples supplied
with binary polarity labels (positive/negative). We used it as a
training and testing set for our sentiment analysis application.
 The ISEAR Dataset described above is a collection of short texts
describing a situation in which a speciﬁc emotion was felt; this
emotion is speciﬁed for each text. We used it as a training and
testing set for our emotion recognition application.
 Personality dataset [29] is a collection of student essays along
with indication of whether each of the ﬁve personality traits is
present or absent in the author’s personality proﬁle. We used it
as a training and testing set for our personality detection
application.
For our applications, we used the following data points, features, and categories extracted from these lexical resources:
 Data points were documents from the corresponding dataset
for each of the three tasks that we aimed to map to the labels
speciﬁed in this dataset.
 Features of those data points (documents) were as follows:
– Sentic and common-sense features: the count of each emotion label for all concepts in the document (6 integer features), determined with ESN; the coordinate-wise sum of
the EmoSenticSpace features for all concepts in the document (100 numeric features); and the sum of the polarity
scores for all concepts in the document (1 numeric feature),
determined with ESN.
– Syntactic features: the count of adjectives, adverbs, and
nouns in the document (3 integer features) and the counts
of sentences in the document with modiﬁcation constructions and with negation construction (2 integer features).
 The target categories for classiﬁcation were those speciﬁed by
the resource used for each application:
– For the sentiment analysis application, positive vs. negative
polarity.
– For the emotion recognition application, the seven ISEAR
emotion labels.
– For the personality detection application, ﬁve independent
binary features corresponding to the OCEAN set; that is, personality detection application consisted in ﬁve independent
binary classiﬁcation tasks.
In Table 12, the sign ± stands for the use of AffectiveSpace only
for comparison with the use of EmoSenticSpace, but not as part of
our proposed methods.
13. Conclusions and future work
We have proposed an empirical method for assigning emotion
orientation labels to SenticNet concepts, or, in other words, for
expanding WNA to a much larger vocabulary of concepts present
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in SenticNet. Thus, the resulting resource, ESN, can be thought of as
augmenting SenticNet with emotion labels, or as an extension of
WNA to a much larger vocabulary. The resource is publicly available.
Given that emotion orientations are fuzzy in nature, we used
the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm to initially cluster the concepts into fuzzy clusters. The results of this fuzzy clustering were
used in two ways to facilitate the ﬁnal hard categorization into
six emotion labels: ﬁrst, to reduce the confusion set to the top
two labels, and second, as additional six features used by the hard
classiﬁer. For the hard classiﬁcation stage we employed a state-ofthe-art SVM. We exploited some novel features, such as point-wise
mutual information and similarity scores, to determine emotional
afﬁnity between two concepts. We also introduced effective modiﬁcations to the conventional ﬁtness function for fuzzy clustering.
Further, we investigated the impact of different features, including
psychological features, and evaluated the performance of our
method with different feature combinations. The method demonstrated 92.15% accuracy using the best combination of features.
Since ESN is an extension of SenticNet and of WNA, it can be
used instead of these resources to achieve better results. Consequently, we also employed it to improve the AffectiveSpace
resource by substituting the WNA. The constructed resource, EmoSenticSpace, in combination with the direct use of ESN, allowed for
achieving a signiﬁcant improvement over the state-of-the-art on
such tasks as sentiment analysis, emotion recognition, and personality detection.
There are a number of directions that we plan to pursue for
future work. One is the incorporation of syntactic information.
Another is to develop solutions for typical error cases. The textual
clues related to psychology may be included to improve the performance of the method. In our current work, we were able to assign
emotion labels only to 3312 SenticNet concepts that appeared in
the ISEAR corpus. We plan to use additional monolingual or multilingual [48] lexical resources to be able to assign emotion labels to
all concepts of SenticNet, as well as to construct emotion lexica for
other languages [2,16,56].
We plan to apply our resource to opinion mining tasks, as well as
cognitive applications such as identifying emotion in music and
mining opinion in narrative ﬁnancial disclosures. We will also
employ ESN in tasks at which SenticNet or WNA have been previously applied, to evaluate comparative performance improvements.
In this work, we reduced fuzzy clusters to a single label for each
concept. However, emotion labeling should be considered as a
multi-label problem, because a word can either invoke different
emotions in different contexts, or invoke more than one emotion
at the same time. Thus assigning only one emotion label to each
concept may be misleading. For example, the concept succumb
invokes sadness and, depending on the context, shame or fear. If
we only assign it shame, we lose the additional information that
this concept invokes sadness, and will report misleading information if, in a particular context, the concept invokes fear and not
shame (succumb to temptation vs. succumb to disease). In the future,
we will explore the possibility to use fuzzy clustering results
directly, and also to assign to concepts, multiple labels, potentially
weighted, and preferably anchored in the context, which can be
useful for multi-dimensional opinion mining in systems such as
movie recommenders. This would also pave the way to contextual
polarity classiﬁcation, where the same textual content can be
presented with different emotional slants.
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